
BOARD OF EDUCATION  
Ellington, Connecticut  
 
Curriculum Committee Meeting Minutes  
The Curriculum Committee of the Ellington Board of Education met on Wednesday, February 21, 2018 
in the School Administration Building.  
 
Attendees:  
Administrative Team Members: Dr. Scott Nicol, Dr. Erin McGurk, Ms. Elizabeth Cole, Ms. Michele Cirillo,  
Board of Education Committee Members: Ms. Jennifer Dzen, Ms. Tracey Kiff-Judson, Ms. Marcia 
Kupferschmid, Ms. Kris Picard-Wambolt, Dr. Michael Young (Chair). 
Speakers: Mr. Mark Mahler and Mr. Jason Scavotto, Ellington High School Teachers 
 
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 5:32 PM by Dr. Young (Chair).  
 
Citizens and Staff Forum  

None. 
 
Discussion Items  
 
1. Discussion of leveling practices  

 
Dr. McGurk provided the subcommittee a follow-up report with data on restructured English classes at 
Ellington High School. Dating back to 2016, administration, with support of the Board, has worked to 
reduce separate College Prep vs. Honors course grouping in favor of courses featuring heterogeneous 
student grouping. Initial planning featured three options of which Option “C” was chosen. This option 
was to maintain core Freshman, Sophomore and AP separate classes and heterogeneously group the 
English electives for juniors and seniors on a trial basis. The Board made a two year commitment to 
maintain Option C while the model of heterogeneously grouped classes was implemented and 
subsequently reviewed.  
 
The justification for moving toward heterogeneously grouped classes includes enabling the high school 
to add more courses, thereby increasing choices and personalization, while maintaining rigor and the 
option of honors level credit. Data suggests that the more students take Honors levels courses, the 
more they also enroll in AP and ECE courses. Dating back to the 1990s, there were five levels of courses 
with associated policies and practices, including less homework for lower level courses and requiring 
typed papers for higher level courses. Historically, the distinctions among levels often came down to 
pace or text. Additionally, students’ choice of courses were often guided by the level rather than the 
content or their interests in the course content. In this system, only core curriculum courses could be 
designated as honors courses. For example, at one time, there were no honors business courses, 
perhaps tacitly suggesting that high ability students had little interest in business. This is currently still 
true of AP/ECE courses and it was noted that the current trial of heterogeneous English electives does 
not address all issues of leveling student placements. 
 



Administration reported that approximately two-thirds of new elective courses, like Forensics, are 
being taken for Honors using the “honors challenge” option, allowing some physics and precalculus to 
be integrated in courses like Forensics.  
 
Other benefits of the change include that this system encourages more students to explore these 
options and having multiple sections of a course allows more students to fit elective options into their 
schedules. 
 
Dr. McGurk reviewed past concerns that needed to be assessed with the two year trial.  For example, 
there were concerns that college prep students should not have to do “harder work” and former 
honors students should not perceive their honors challenges as “extra work” from comparing their 
work to that of other students in the class.  
 
Mr. Scavotto shared a teacher’s perspective on the change, reporting to the committee that he feels 
the classes have become rigorous for many students who now can be pushed into areas beyond 
previous limits. He shared three stories about three types of students, a high performing students, a 
student with a history of dyslexia, and a reluctant reader, all of whom have prospered with the 
flexibility of the honors challenge and the associated differentiation for all students in the classes.  
 
In addressing the justification for the change, the prior system labeled students with their level of 
classes, which has a known negative impact on student self-image. The heterogeneous grouping has 
removed this unnecessary stigma from these classes. Mr. Mahler added that many students in his 
classes cannot even identify who is working on the honors challenge or not, since all students are 
working on content that is challenging. He added that in his class the honors challenge is also available 
to all students as a “bonus” and students taking the course for college prep credit often take this 
opportunity to explore further. He also stated that teachers like the shortened feedback loop on their 
teaching successes that the semester organization provides. 
 
Dr. McGurk suggested that the increased number of students in honors courses enables students to 
feel supported and appreciate the adopted curricular rigor as a normal expectation for their classes. 
She also explained that teachers’ instructional strategies have changed significantly over the past 
decade, making student choice of texts and materials more common and embedding differentiation as 
a foundational approach to instruction.  
 
The subcommittee was presented with four recommendations and several options regarding 
continuing this practice in English courses and expanding it to Social Studies courses: 

 Continue heterogeneously group all new courses 

 Support curriculum writing around “honors challenge” course work 

 Relook at how we group students English and Social Studies courses 

 Heterogeneously group the incoming Fall 2018 Fresh for English 1 and Modern World History. 
 
Dr. Nicol added that changes like these, that are teacher-led, often have the highest rate of success. He 
also reported that for some parents the changes in standards-based grading can be confused and 
confounded with the proposed change in grouping practices. He suggested there could be an 
implementation plan that included an orientation session for incoming freshmen and their parents, 



highlighting that teachers in the English department are ready to move toward this goal. 
Communication should have the English department’s desires presented clearly as a driver of this 
initiative, along with the student benefits. 
 
Ms. Cirillo reported that the Social Studies Department supports an “Honors for all students” approach 
but would also support an Option 2 Heterogeneous grouping with differentiation for all, approach to 
their courses as well. It was noted that this Option 2 approach could equate to Honors for all if all 
students chose the honors challenges. 
 
Discussion ensued. Discussion centered on an approach to phasing in heterogeneous grouping for all 
incoming 9th graders for Fall 2018 in both Social Studies and English. All those present participated in 
the discussion. 
 
The recommendation from the Curriculum subcommittee is that an agenda item be placed on the 
March BOE agenda to consider the following proposal: 
 

Starting in the 2018-2019 school year, English I, English II and World History courses be 
heterogeneously grouped allowing students to choose to take the course at either the honors 
challenge or the college prep level 

 
2. Alignment of curriculum and assessments to Vision of the Graduate 
 
Dr. McGurk reported on the work of a committee attending a five part Systematic Transformation 
Workshop series with Ken Kay and Jay McTighe, sponsored by the CT Association of Public School 
Superintendents. This workshop described seven steps educational leaders can take to achieve 
continuous improvement and innovative schools. One of those steps, #3 Align the system, suggests 
that the Vision of the Graduate be used as the “north star” not just in the high school, but K-12 to 
guide instruction and assessment practices. Dr. McGurk reported on ways the Ellington Mastery Based 
Learning District Leadership team are working toward this goal. For example, if being an innovator and 
being an effective communicator are part of the vision, then K-12 these concepts should guide what 
classrooms work on and incorporate into student portfolios. Content standards and the vision must 
both influence performance indicators. Some rubrics, assignments, and assessment can contribute to 
both content and cross-curricular (vision) standards. She added that as this work proceeds there is a 
dialectic between what the vision means and how it can be assessed by student work at different 
levels. 
 
Ms. Cirillo reported that revision of existing high-school-wide rubrics that already exist can be guided 
by the ideas of the vision of the graduate. This can become part of a portfolio assessment.  
 
Dr. McGurk listed a number of steps that still need to be completed as this work proceeds toward full 
implementation and alignment of cross curricular standards.  
 
 
Action Items  
There were no action items.  



 
Old Business/New Business  
No new or old business was discussed.  
 
Adjournment  
The meeting adjourned at 7:30 PM.  

1st. K. Picard-Wambolt  2nd. J. Dzen. Vote: Unanimously approved.  
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by:  
 
__________________________________________________________  
Michael Young, Curriculum Committee Chairperson  
 


